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Abstract

A philosophy book for systems developers is outlined, and
it is argued that philosophy can play an important role in
the education of professional practitioners. All systems
developers acquire a philosophy in their education and
practice . This philosophy is expressed in their views on
the problems of their profession. But to what extent is this
philosophy confronted with their personal practice? To
what extent is it open to discussion and subject to change?
Only some systems developers actively reflect on their
practice . They do not accept problems at face value and
they challenge traditions, concepts and methods . They
philosophize as part of their practice and in doing so they
develop a personal view on their profession .

Our intention is to use philosophy to support
inexperienced practitioners and students in becoming
more professional . We do not want to make philosophers
out of systems developers, but rather to encourage them
to philosophize . Practitioners and students are invited to
engage in a rational conversation about matters which
they in their daily activities take for granted . The goal is
to take a few steps in the direction of a richer, deeper,
clearer, different, more truthful understanding of the
activity of systems development.

The paper discusses various ways to design a philosophy
book for systems developers and concludes by proposing
a book consisting of four parts, each dealing with a vital
aspect of systems development: systems, development,
quality, and perspectives .
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1 Introduction

Professional systems developers must master a wide
spectrum of methods and technologies related to their
profession and they must have the energy and skill to
frequently evaluate new trends and to modify and extend
their repertoire for action . They must be able to cope with
unstructured situations, understanding and appreciating
the unique and specific characteristics of the problematic
situations involved in their daily work. They have to work
under more or less formal, contractual arrangements with
limited resources but at the same time they must be able
to interact with imaginative and demandI users and
managers in quite turbulent environments .

With this in mind, how can we effectively educate and
support students and inexperienced practitioners in
becoming professional and competent practitioners? How
do we provide them with the energy and skill to modify
and extend their personal tool kits? And how do we
develop their attitudes and skills so that they can cope
with unstructured situations with both effectiveness and
sympathetic insight?

In the following we will outline a philosophy book for
systems developers, and we will argue that philosophy
can play an important role in the education of
professional practitioners . To philosophize in systems
development is to search for knowledge about the nature
and meaning of the profession . It is to participate in
increasing our knowledge of the inherent challenges of
this specific kind of human activity . Philosophical-minded
systems developers reflect on their practice and in doing
so they develop a personal view on their profession . They
do not accept problems at face value and they challenge
traditions, concepts and methods. Philosophical-minded
systems developers do not become uneasy or nervous
when confronted with uncertainty. They develop a calm
and open attitude, even in the face of frustration, difficulty
and danger .2

In section 2 we discuss the relation between philosophy
and systems development and we argue in favour of a
specific kind of philosophy book for our field. In section 3
we discuss alternative ways to design a philosophical
textbook for systems developers, and in section 4 we
describe the contents, structure and style of a specific
proposal for such a book. Finally, section 5 contains our
concluding remarks.
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2 Philosophy and Systems Development
2.1 What kind of Philosophy

The kind of philosophy book we have in mind is not
primarily concerned with philosophers. People like
Plato, Aristotle, Hegel, Marx, Heidegger, or Wittgenstein
will play only minor roles . We are not writing a book on
philosophy as such but on systems development . Terms
like realism, epistemology, Dasein, phenomenology or
intentionality will not intimidate our readers . Instead, we
want to invite them to reflect upon the activity of systems
development, to participate in a discussion of the
question "What is systems development?" Such a
discussion can, to a large extent, be pursued in the
terminology of the field itself.

Philosophy, like any other social activity, has its theories,
concepts, and methods. But if your interest lies in
philosophizing rather than in philosophy, you need
surprisingly little of the technical jargon philosophers use
to express their theories, concepts and methods. You can
use those methods, learn from those theories, make the
relevant distinctions, without having to introduce the
jargon itself. Moreover, it makes good sense to avoid too
much philosophical jargon. For one thing, it saves the
reader from having to make an unnecessary detour
through overcoming, comprehending and memorizing a
strange and unfamiliar terminology that never will get a
clear meaning. The use of the philosophical jargon is a
practice that needs time to sink in-years rather than
weeks. More important is the fact that the philosophical
jargon is loaded with connotations that draw the attention
away from the issue here at stake--the profession of
systems development-to deep troubles about the nature
of man, his situation in the universe, the possibilities of
knowledge, the nature of language, the good and right,
etc . Our intention is not to make philosophers out of
systems developers, but rather to support inexperienced
practitioners and students in becoming more
professional .

A book in systems development philosophy is an
invitation to thinking. It is an invitation to a rational
conversation with arguments, counter-arguments,
definitions, analyses, conclusions ; an invitation to a
discussion of presuppositions and assumptions that we in
our day to day work take for granted . The goal of such a
discussion is always to take a few steps in the direction
of a richer, deeper, clearer, different, more truthful
understanding of the activity of systems development.

The model for such a book is a combination of Plato's
dialogues and Aristotle's lectures . In Plato's dialogues
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we are thrown head first into conversations about the
nature of the good, knowledge, justice, virtue, courage,
writing, work, the soul, the state, etc. We never get any
final answers . Instead what we learn from the dialogues
we learn by participating in the unfolding of the
arguments, by entering into the discussion .

Aristotle's lectures are more systematic or differently
systematized . Still, everything he says he is ready to
question . He interrupts himself to consider imagined
objections from the reader, apologizes for weaknesses in
the arguments, for lack of knowledge, etc . In spite of
being scientific dissertations, Aristotle's books, therefore
retain much of the dialogical nature of Plato's works'

Already in Plato's time there were rivalling opinions
about what a philosophy book should be like . Plato's
most successful opponents were the sophists, who did not
believe in truth, reason, argument, who viewed the
dialogue as a method ofpersuasion, reality as a social
construct, truth as relative to the purpose, justice as
power, etc . For the sophists there were no such thing as
progress in philosophy, no process of digging deeper, of
revealing the true nature of things . Philosophy was just a
conversation, for the fun of it, or for the sake of gaining
power and influence, of getting what you wanted.'

Now, if we accept the books by Plato and Aristotle as
models for our philosophy book, then what is a
philosophy book for systems developers? It could be a
book that teaches you to philosophize by reflecting on
issues specific for this profession . Or it could be a book
that teaches you to philosophize by showing you how
great philosophers have argued, and exemplifying this in
relation to issues relevant to systems development. And it
could be both : a book teaching you a method and
provoking you to take a stance by showing you the
routes' already travelled by great philosophers of the
past but all the time related to relevant issues in systems
development.

2.2 Philosophical Methods

A philosophical inquiry typically starts by asking "What
is this?" with a very special tone of thoughtfulness . The
inquiry can address a particular thing, event or situation,
but more often it addresses a general issue . The philoso-
phy of systems development can begin by simply asking
"What is systems development?" In order to answer this
question, to perform the inquiry, we need a method .

There are a number of such philosophical methods we
can use in getting a clearer and deeper understanding of
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the constituting elements of systems development . These
methods are analytical in nature and among the most
commonly used are:

(a) linguistic analysis
(b) phenomenological analysis
(c) contextual analysis
(d) analysis by analogy
(e) historical analysis

Using method (a) we look at the way we describe
systems development, the words and concepts we use,
rather than the activity itself. Questions come easy: Does
"development" mean that there already is something to
be developed? Does it mean development of something
that is already in use? What is it then that is already in
use? Since we call it "systems development" it must be a
system? But what is a system? Obviously, there are lots
of systems involved here . There are computer systems,
information systems, communication systems,
organization systems, etc . Which one is the fundamental
system, or is there one? When we develop a computer
system we are really interested in developing an
information system and eventually an organization . But
at the same time a major concern is to construct a
computer system . How do we differentiate between the
different types of systems, and how do we perceive their
relations? What does it mean to "develop" a system? To
change it . What then is "change"? Instead of developing
systems we often speak of "designing systems" . What
does it mean to "design a system"? And so on .

A linguistic analysis naturally turns into a closer look at
the concepts system and development, and an analysis of
those concepts brings up other concepts such as structure,
process, design, analysis, management, project, product,
etc .

Method (b) focuses on systems development as it is
performed and experienced as a kind of organizational
activity . Here we are concerned with ways in which
systems development can be divided into functions,
activities or subtasks and how the individual tasks relate
to each other . We are also concerned with understanding
the characteristic differences between subtasks and the
variety of skills and technologies needed to perform
them . Is the activity of systems development well formed
in the sense of having clear demarcating lines against
other kinds of activity?

In method (c) we look at the larger whole of which
systems development is a part . What is the role of
systems development in organizational change? What is
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the role of computers and other kinds of information
technology in designing effective organizations? Here
we are concerned with the context of which systems
development is a part . We look at the economic,
technological and organizational conditions for doing
systems development and we inquire into the relations
between systems development on the one hand, and
decision making, organizational learning, power games,
and organizational change on the other . We are also
concerned with the relation between development,
maintenance and use of computer systems, or, more
generally, between the traditions, transformations and
transcendences related to the use of computers in
organizations .

In method (d) we don't look down into the parts nor
into the context of systems development. Instead, we
analyze systems development by comparing it to
different but similar kinds of human activities . Systems
development can, for instance, be viewed as technical
construction, as human learning and problem solving,
as communication and negotiation, or simply as a
political process. What can we learn about systems
development by comparing it to these forms of organi-
zational behaviour, and what can such comparisons
teach us about the different kinds of roles that systems
developers engage in?

In method (e) we attempt to understand a practice by
studying its history . In this way we come to know how
it came to look this way, and we can see clearer what it
is today, in all its complexity, by seeing how it has
grown out of more simple, less sophisticated, practices.
But we won't necessarily arrive at a rationale for its
current character unless we believe in history as always
striving towards more rational ways of doing things .'

Philosophers have always dreamed of a method, the
method, which, like the philosophers' stone, would turn
our leaden confusion into golden truth . Now we all
know that this dream is forlorn . Firstly, one and the
same method will produce very different results
depending on the metaphysical, ontological and
epistemological preconceptions of its user .
Fundamental notions about change and stability,
substance and properties, the way we carve up the
world, and ideas of what is knowable and how, will
determine the outcome of our philosophical analyses
even if we apply the same methods . Secondly, we
cannot arrive at a concrete and operational understand-
ing of systems development as part of our practice by
merely combining analytical methods . The analytical
methods help us to identify and separate the
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constituting elements of systems development. But to
understand systems development in its totality we need
to develop a personal synthesis .

There are in the literature on systems development a rich
variety of frameworks or perspectives that can support us
in our synthetic efforts and with the aid of which we can
deepen our reflections . Of particular importance are of
course the different versions of the so-called systems
approach . No philosophical inquiry on systems develop-
ment can avoid bringing in, unwittingly or not, the
perspectives developed by C. W. Churchman (1968) in
The Systems Approach and P. Checkland (1981) in
Systems Thinking, Systems Practice. The systems
approach concentrates on the matter of systems . In order
to focus on the aspect of development we need to
emphasize changes, transformations and transcendences .
This can be done with a dialectical approach, using
contradictions for instance in the manner ofJ . Israel
(1979) in The Dialectics of Language and the Language
of Dialectics .

There is no way getting around a discussion of
perspectives or frameworks, ontological and epistemo-
logical preconceptions, if we want to seriously reflect on
the activity of systems development. But there is always
the danger that we will end up in an abstract ontological
or epistemological discussion with little or no relevance
to the business at hand. Practitioners do well to turn their
back on such discussion . If the aim is to become more
professional in one's practice, questions of framework
and choice of perspective will have to be grounded in
and subordinated to concrete problems of practice.

One way of ensuring that our reflection does not stray
too far from its subject matter is to postpone all worries
about frameworks and begin with concrete examples,
real worries, and attack them with a naive, ad-hoc
approach . We can all do this, without explicitly having to
think about methods or perspectives . In a more general
fashion, every systems developer ought now and then to
stop and consider such questions as : What language do I
use? How do I speak about my tasks, my colleagues, my
clients, my job? What is said and what is not said? What
secrets do I keep? Do I use a jargon to shut out clients, to
establish a professional image, or as a genuine means for
better communication? How does theory relate to
practice? What do I say I do and what do I really do?
How do I spend my working day? What is the
architecture like? What kind of building, office, do I
work in? What does my material environment tell about
my work? What does the organization look like? How do
we describe it to our clients, and how does it really look?
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Who is my employer, my client? What are the most
important concepts I use? What are my ideals, dreams?
What would I really like to do? Why do I not do it? And
so on .

In summary, there is no single way in which to reflect on
the practice of systems development. On the contrary,
many different approaches can be applied. For a
discipline-oriented book in philosophy it is equally
important to stress relevant methods of how to
philosophize as it is to present specific
reflections and arguments related to the discipline. A
philosophy book for systems developers should therefore
use and present a variety of relevant philosophical
methods .

2.3 A philosophy book for systems
developers

When philosophy's understood the way we have
described it here-as an activity of reflection on a
practice-it is not difficult to argue that practitioners
generally need to philosophize.

Systems development requires expert skills : it is a
practice relying on extensive use of ever changing
technologies and its very idea is to participate in and
facilitate complex changes in organizations . If systems
development is perceived in this way there is no doubt
that it is a practice, or set of practices, that needs reflec-
tion as an important integrated element . And even if the
role of the changing technology is played down, systems
development is definitely a practice concerned with
people in organizations, and our understanding of people
and organizations is still so rudimentary that systems
development warrants reflection .

A book that invites the reader to reflect on the practice of
systems development takes that practice seriously as an
important activity . It aims at reaching fundamental
questions, reflecting on general truths, without loosing its
concrete relevance . It believes that professional systems
developers practice critical and constructive thinking,
that they see alternatives, argue, and reason . In short,
such a book believes that professional systems
developers are practical philosophers .

Existing books on philosophical issues of systems
development typically address researchers rather than
practitioners . There are, however, important differences
between a philosophy book for researchers and one for
practitioners . Simply put, a philosophical examination of
an activity will be different depending on what activity it
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is . Researchers do research on systems development,
systems developers develop systems . To do research and
to do systems development are two very different kinds
ofactivities, even if there are strong similarities . There is,
ofcourse, overlap since what researchers do involves
philosophizing on the nature of systems development and
what systems developers do involves research, i .e .
reflection on this very same matter. A philosophy book
for researchers will, however, have as its first aim to
reach a deeper understanding of the nature of research on
systems development rather than of the nature of systems
development itself. And even if a philosophy book for
practitioners will invite them to philosophize and
therefore to develop a research attitude towards their
practice, there are lots of things you need to know as a
professional researcher that you don't need in order to
do, and to develop a philosophical attitude to, systems
development.

We write for present as well as future practitioners. We
want the book to be read as an inspiration to present
practitioners, and we want it to be used as part of the
education of computer and information science students .
A book for practitioners must feel right to them. It must
have the right tone, identify the practice accurately, and
use the right terminology in order to be convincing.
Such a book should speak directly to practitioners . It
should address the practice in all its concreteness and
invite the reader to reflect on that practice . If we cannot
describe that practice in such a way that the practitioners
can recognize themselves in it, the philosophizing will
have little or no effect .

So far we have spoken as if we can take an activity that
already has a form, and then go on to philosophize upon
it. But the practice of systems development is still so
young and our perceptions are so vague and undecided,
that reflecting on it will include defining it in new ways .
What we want to do is to some extent to define a practice
related to something that already exists . Our goal is
partly to change a practice by criticizing it, by showing
what it really is, by discussing what it could be - by
philosophizing upon it .

3 A Discussion of Alternatives
3.1 Structural considerations

In designing a philosophy book for systems developers
there are several alternative options. The philosophical
methods outlined above provide us with different ways of
structuring the book, depending on what combination of
methods we choose as the fundamental ones .

16

C. W. Churchman's (1971) The Design of Inquiring
Systems is designed by combining what we have called
analysis by analogy and historical analysis. A similar
design of a philosophy book for systems developers is
certainly possible . There are in the literature a number of
alternative ways of conceiving systems development by
analogy . There is Yourdon's idea of systems development
as automation of work processes, Jackson's idea of
systems development as scientific modeling, Herbert
Simon's idea of systems development as problem solving,
the Habermasian idea of systems development as rational
discourse, the Wittgensteinian idea of systems
development as a language game, etc, etc . It should not be
too difficult to order these approaches like Chinese boxes,
thus arriving at a Churchmanian structure. If, at the same
time, we managed to give our structure a historical order
we would really have made it.

We must admit that this was our very first idea. We used
this as an alternative to, what we conceived as a more
standard method of presentation namely, relying on
linguistic analysis to give us a good thematic structure .
Such an analysis would have identified fundamental
concepts used by systems developers-data, information,
system, development, project, etc-and built a structure
around an exposition of these concepts .

Posing these two approaches against one another as
options for structuring a philosophy book for systems
developers now seems a little arbitrary against the
background of the variety of methods we have
distinguished earlier . What is wrong with the other
methods? Could they not, just as well, be used for giving
structure to our presentation? Certainly they could, and
realizing this we have decided not to structure our book in
terms of one or a few of these methods. We intend to use
them all in the book, and as they are put into play they give
local structure to our discussion . The book as a whole is
structured by quite different principles .

When philosophers ask their standard question "What is
this?", they generally ask about some sort ofobject . Were
our philosophical analysis of systems development to
follow the example set by, e . g., epistemology (analyzing
knowledge) or aesthetics (analyzing art) we would
concentrate on the idea of a system . The activity of
systems development would be understood as an activity
resulting in systems . But there are good reasons to change
this priority, especially in a book for practitioners, empha-
sizing instead the analysis of the activity, and then under-
standing systems as the results of the activity of systems
development.
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There are systems everywhere in the world of systems
developers, so some sort of general as well as computer
specific systems thinking has to be part of their
competence. But systems are being developed and to
understand what development is and what the inherent
problems are is a prerequisite for being professional . In
addition, professional systems developers want to do a
good job . They aim for quality in their products . But
what is quality? What is a good system and what is a
good process? How do we measure that, and how do we
make sure that our hard work results in high quality
systems? These are questions that any reflecting systems
developer will worry about-and so do we. Finally,
when starting to philosophize one will experience it as an
intellectual game involving many perspectives, and if we
study the philosophical literature on systems
development we also see many perspectives . In the very
act of philosophizing we are encouraged to reflect upon
and rethink our perspectives on systems and systems
development. Where do those perspectives come from?
How many are they and how are they constructed?

The result of these considerations is a book in four parts,
each part identifying a vital aspect of the practice of
systems development, and together adding up to an
understanding of the basics of that practice . Not a book
telling what every systems developer needs to know, but
rather a book presenting some fundamental issues every
systems developer needs to think about, reflect upon .

Asking ourselves what are the most vital aspects of
systems development we came up with four elements :
systems, development, quality, and perspectives . These
four elements make our book superficially similar to
standard computer and information science text books .
The choice of basic structure is, however, a consequence
of our considerations on the nature of a discipline-
oriented philosophy book, and we hope to have
convinced you that the content is far from traditional .
Unless the vital aspects of systems development are
given a serious treatment the book would not be aptly
titled .

Within each part separate chapters deal with a few
outstanding issues of developing computer-based
systems . Ideally each chapter should begin with
something concrete related to the experience and
background of the reader: a situation, a method, a case,
and then from there begin to reflect and argue. But what
situations should one choose? And how could one make
sure that such a book would add up to some sort of
comprehensive view of the field of systems
development? Only by giving the book a basic structure
as mentioned above.
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3.2 Educational Considerations

To knowingly reflect on the practice of systems
development you need to know that practice. Students
cannot be expected to have personal experience of
systems development, so how can they participate in a
philosophical discussion of that practice? This is a general
problem for all theoretical teaching ofpractices . But there
are ways of partly overcoming that problem, and we will
use four of them: telling about that practice will be part of
the book, we will prefer readers with some experience of
programming, systems development exercises and case
studies, we will aim at encouraging attitudes and ways of
philosophizing rather than teaching facts, and, finally, our
aim is for the book to become part of the reader's library
rather than be read and then put away.

More generally one can question whether it is possible to
learn anything worthwhile about a practice like systems
development from reading a book about it? And ifso, how
should that book be composed? An attempt to answer
these questions can serve as an illustration of what it
means to work with different perspectives .

Traditional theories of education like to compare human
beings to plants which, under suitable conditions, grow
and develop abilities with which they are innately
endowed. Such growth is not viewed as a matter of
acquiring new information . And consequently, in this
traditional view, growth is not particularly helped by the
reading of books. Listen only to what Plato has to say
about writing in the Phaedrus :

"Then anyone who leaves behind him a written manual,
and likewise anyone who takes it over from him, on the
supposition that such writing will provide something
reliable and permanent, must be exceedingly simple-
minded ; he must really be ignorant of Ammon's utterance,
if he imagines that written words can do anything more
than remind one who knows that which the writing is
concerned with."

To modern theories of education human beings are not
plants but rather containers to be filled with knowledge by
an education in which books play an important role as rich
information carriers . The human soul is metaphorized as a
wax table (John Locke) waiting to be written on, or as an
attic (Sherlock Holmes) in which things are stored.
Holmes is particularly worried about crowding his attic
with information he does not need taking space from such
information he really needs . Memory as a storage area is
the dominating metaphor in modern cognitive science
with its view of the thinking mind as an automatic book (a
program) .
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With a traditional perspective it makes little sense to
write and read books on systems development. Only
practice will tell if one has the abilities to become a good
systems developer and if one has those abilities, books
won't matter much. With a modern perspective the
prescription for a good book on systems development is
straightforward : cram it with useful facts, leave out
irrelevant information . Obviously, these
recommendations give us too little to go on and we need
to look closer at the phenomenon of education .

Other perspectives can easily be found . The easiest way
is to borrow from other areas using the method of
analogy . Science, for example, is viewed from different
perspectives by different theories of science such as
positivism, hermeneutics, structuralism, critical theory,
etc . But these theories can easily be generalized into
perspectives on almost any type of human activity. As
different perspectives on education they bring out nice
contrasts. Positivism is a modern theory stressing control
and standards, suitable for an industrialized system of
mass education7 Hermenutics is a traditional theory
viewing education as a conversation between a master
and a disciple, a mentor and a protegd, with the disciple
mostly listening! For a critical theorist education is a
group process where the group itself is the most
important resource, while structuralism wants to stress
the importance of the material embedding for the educa-
tional process.

Depending on what perspectives on education you
favour, your idea of how to compose a book on systems
development should differ, since books play very
different roles in these different perspectives . It is our
intention to create a book based on the assumptions and
limitations of all of these perspectives without falling
into the trap of exclusively relying on a single one . The
book is going to contain facts, at the same time making
clear that it presents our interpretations . The book is
going to invite its readers to engage in a dialogue, at the
same time being authoritative. And even if the book can
only remind its readers about what they already know, it
is based on the belief that texts can influence the ways we
organize our thinking .

Finally, in the process of creating the book it is crucial to
be aware that we are producing a text that is to be used as
only one amongst other means for teaching practitioners
and students to philosophize in relation to their
profession. We should be humble as to what kind of
impact on the attitudes and practices of the reader the
book can have in itself. But at the same time we should
attempt to create a strong and convincing argument with
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a high degree of relevance in relation to the inherent
problems and challenges of systems development.

4 A Specific Proposal

We have arrived at a specific proposal for a philosophy
book for systems developers, and we are now going to
describe the structure, content, style and form of this
proposal . The working title of the book is Systems
Development Philosophy, and its overall structure is
presented in figure 1 below.

Systems Development Philosophy

1 . Systems
1 . Facing computers
2 . Facing situations
3 . Thinking about systems

11 . Development
4. Constructing systems
5 . Solving problems
6. Changing organizations

111 . Quality
7. Striving for quality
8. Struggling with quality
9 . Using computers

IV . Perspectives
10. Computers and people
11 . Structures and processes
12. Thinking with perspectives

Figure 1 . The title and overall structure of our proposal for
a philosophy book for systems developers.

The first part of the book is about the kinds of systems
involved in systems development and about different
ways to think and learn about them . Chapter 1 addresses
the key technology involved and the general solution
suggested in systems development, i.e . the computer. The
potentials and limitations of this technology is discussed
in terms of four metaphors: the computer, the tool, the
automaton, and the medium . Computer systems are
artefacts constituting a reality in which systems
developers are involved. Chapter 2 addresses the comple-
mentary reality, i .e. organizational situations that have to
be analyzed, interpreted and eventually changed . The
challenge in systems development is to bridge these two
realities by identifying relevant problems and implement-
ing useful computer systems . Different kinds of systems
will be discussed and compared including the levels of:
data, information, communication, competence, and
organization .
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The first two chapters discuss the kinds ofphenomena
that systems developers work with, whereas Chapter 3
addresses the ways we think and learn about these
phenomena . Three different kinds of epistemology are
compared, starting with hard systems thinking, further
on to soft systems thinking, and finally arriving at
dialectical thinking. All three represent valid approaches
to systems development each with their strengths and
weaknesses .

Part I tells three parallel stories . We attempt to
understand and fit together two realities, i .e . computer
systems and social organizations, and to understand the
consequences of different conceptual approaches for
doing so . What are the differences and similarities
between the two worlds? In what sense are they related?
Do they relate like body and mind? Does it make sense
to talk about social construction oftechnology? Does it
make sense to talk about construction of social situa-
tions? What is it that always make us think of problems
and solutions like we think of illness and treatment? Are
there other options?

The second part of the book is about development; about
the different kinds of problems, challenges and roles that
are involved in the development of computer-based
systems . Each of the three chapters present a specific
view on what are the constituting elements in systems
development. In Chapter 4 systems development is seen
as technical construction with the systems developer in
the role of economic man behaving rationally by optimal
usage of standard engineering techniques . In Chapter 5
systems development is seen as problem solving with
the systems developer in the role of information
processor and decision maker . The problem is assumed
to be given, but there is no obvious solution. Too little
relevant knowledge is available and the systems
developer has to search for new insights by exercising
satisficing Whatt? rather than optimizing behaviour.
This view stresses the learning aspects of systems
development . In Chapter 6 systems development is seen
as organizational intervention with the systems devel-
oper in the role of organizational actor . The problem is
no longer given, instead the systems developer is facing
unstructured situations with many actors and different
interests and interpretations . The systems developer has
to engage in organizational games in attempting to set
the problem and identify possible actions. This view
stresses development as organizational change .

Part II presents three perspectives on systems
development. We attempt to understand and fit together
three complementary views on systems development
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with the purpose of providing the reader with a rich and
differentiated view on this kind of human enterprise, and
also with the intention of covering the defining character-
istics of the activity . What kinds of competences and
methods are needed? In what areas of systems
development can we hope to develop useful methods, and
to what extent do we have to rely purely on the
competence and intuition of the actors . What is the
relation between systems developers and bystanders in a
systems development project? What is the role of
communication, cooperation and management?

The third part of the book is about the crucial issue of
quality . Chapter 7 addresses quality on the intentional
level by philosophizing on the basic question "What is
quality?" . We discuss the possibilities and limits related
to defining, describing and measuring quality in general .
More specifically, we present and compare two
complementary views on quality in systems
development: quality as related to computer systems and
quality as related to the practical use of these systems .
Chapter 8 addresses quality on the practical level by
concentrating on the question "How can we deal with
quality?" . We discuss the contradiction between quality
and resources and compare and evaluate different
approaches to quality control and quality assurance in
systems development . We inquire into the social
dimension of quality by discussing expectations,
interpretations and interests . We also emphasize the
relation between quality of the development process and
quality of the product, i.e . a new computer system and
related organizational changes . Finally, Chapter 9
addresses quality issues related to the use of computers in
organizations . Why and when should computers be used,
and what kind of impact do they have on the quality of
work and on the kinds of services and products that
organizations provide .

Part III discusses one of the most important and at the
same time difficult issues related to systems development
and the use of computers in general . Professional systems
developers want to do a good job, but according to what
standards? What are the goals and who is the customer?
What are the underlying values and assumptions? What
kinds of conflicts and dilemmas do we face when striving
for quality? To what extent can quality be planned and
result from purposeful human intervention? What is the
relation between planning, participation and incentives in
systems development?

The fourth part of the book is about perspectives, one of
the dominating academic concepts in contemporary
attempts to philosophize on different approaches to
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systems development, and at the same time a key concept
in understanding how to interpret, describe and design
organizational situations involving computer usage .
Chapter 10 addresses people and computers as two
fundamental perspectives related to systems
development. We discuss specific methods, problems and
practices related to social and technical perspectives . On
a more general level we expand and deepen these
perspectives into a discussion of positivism and
hermeneutics .

Chapter 11 addresses structure and process as two other
fundamental perspectives related to systems
development . The structure-process dimension is
considered to be orthogonal to the people-computer
dimension . Structures and processes or stability and
change are again discussed as concrete perspectives on
systems development. On a more general level they are
expanded and deepened into a discussion of structuralism
and critical theory .

Finally, in Chapter 12 we discuss perspectives in theory
and practice, as viewpoints in systems development, as
means to support critical and constructive thinking . We
discuss the use of metaphors and analogies to
intentionally think with different perspectives, and we
emphasize perspectives as implicit personal background
and institutional framework . Finally, we address the role
of theories in systems development and argue that
perspectives can be viewed as the basis for such theories .

Part IV is different from the other three parts in not only
addressing systems development as a kind of practice,
but as an academic discipline as well . In a way, Part IV is
introducing a forth issue in its own right, at the same time
reviewing the issues already treated . We explore the
relation between theory and practice - in theory as well as
in practice - and we attempt to formulate a holistic view
based on the various discussions in the book .

Concerning form and style, we want the book to be short
and still have substance . We want the book to contain
good examples and fundamental theorems and principles
for easy memorizing . The book will include suggestions
for smaller and larger exercises for the benefit of both
teachers and students .

We want the book to be a useful part of any kind of
systems development curriculum in computer science
departments as well as in business schools . We
presuppose no philosophical background and we write
for undergraduate students as well as practitioners. We
consider it important to present our discussions in a style
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that will stimulate further thinking, but still be easy to
remember and make examinations possible. We will
attempt to write a book that can be used in the next
twenty-five years, that is about the development of
computer technology applications without running the risk
of becoming outdated by the rapid development of that
technology, changes in work organizations, and a
changing Zeitgeist . The book should be written in a clear
and sober style, using and clarifying concepts, but at the
same time demonstrating and encouraging an attitude of
openness .

S Concluding Remarks

We have outlined a philosophy book for systems
developers and argued that such a book can play an
important role in educating professional practitioners .
Our purpose has been to engage others in a discussion of
the role of philosophy in systems development education
and training, and to prepare ourselves to write a
philosophy book for systems developers.

Philosophy has played an important and active role
throughout the history of science and scientific education .
A couple ofdecades ago, many universities left an old
tradition of having a general philosophy course as part of
all curricula, and in the remaining period philosophy has
played a minor role in most scientific educations. We
believe that philosophy again should play an active role,
but this time not (only) as a general discipline in its own
right. Instead, philosophy should be integrated into
various scientific fields . We see philosophy as an
important approach to professionalize many fields and
especially systems development. Philosophizing in
systems development can support our students in
acquiring skills that are independent of specific
technologies and support them in becoming systematic
and critical thinkers.

Our own proposal for a philosophy book for systems
developers will be written and tested in the period to
come. We hope that the present discussions - together
with the list ofreferences indicating what we consider to
be the theoretical platform on which we will write the
book - have provided a clear picture of what we want to
achieve . Any objections, criticism or support to our
undertaking is more than welcome .
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Notes

' This view on professional practice in general and systems
development in particular is discussed in detail in (Schbn 1983),
G.anzara 1983) and (Andersen 1990).

Z Seethe definition of"philosophy" in the Oxford English
Dictionary .

3 Tradition tells usthat Aristotle wrote agreatnumber of
dialogues in his youth, all ofwhich are lost, that were equal to or
even more beautiful than Plato's.

° The ancient dramabetween Plato and the sophists is replayed
in the late eighties with "modemists" like Jurgen Habermas
playing the role ofPlato and "postmodernists" like Francois
Lyotard advocating sophistry .

5 The Greek word"methodos" means "route" .

s Method (a), often called "conceptual analysis", is the
philosophical method parpreference, in our century the defining
method of"analytic philosophy" . Method (e) is the preferred
method in the philosophical tradition establishedby Hegel.

B . F . Skinner's very influential theory is a typical example. A
somewhatfrightening, popularized version ofhis theory canbe
found in hisWalden Two.

e See Herrigel (1953) for a good example of an hermeneutic
education.
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